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THE LIOII

GROCERY

CO.

Wednesday,

Remember the 23rd Annual

El Paro's Largest

GOOCERS

Silrer

timper region which has no equal In

Misses Esther Abraham, of Clifton,
is visiting1 relatives in this city.

Crcrs

pecpl? cf this

Ccnnly

the Following

UNDEVELOPED

Mr and Mrs. Eugene Cosgrove and
daughter, Maud, returned Sunday from
Los Angeles.

A

THE OTIIEQ END.

the southwest and s vast mountain
nuigtas yet scarcely known by the
prospector and offering unequalled op
portunities for new discoveries.
Finally, the benefit Deming would re
ceive from this road would be greater
than from almost anything that could
be secured as there would be the most
convenient point for reduction works to
treat the ores and there would be the
distributing point for the goods brought
into this country and the produce ship
ped out. The business derived from
this road alone would make a town of
ten thousand people inside of three
.

RES0UCCES

Miss Alice and Agnes Green have returned to this city after a pleasant visit
with friends in El Paso.

No. '30

Fair onens October 12th

Ncwt-lciiic-o

City Locals.

October 71m

Prcressirt ClÜien Teüs

Railroad BclKini from the West
'
Kay Connect with the Alaaogor
is and Deming Cut-O- ff at Tkls

riace.

The 'Solomon ville Bulletin" says:
"The surveying party who are running
Low Prices
the line of the proposed new railroad
Arirx!tt:ral
through the Gila valley, and who were
Gammon of Lordsburg was a
II.
L
thatCec'J
C?eneJ
25c.
3 cana best tomatoes for
campal in Solomonville last week, have
business visitor to this civy during the
ky a n&Üre&J Kaaaiai
3 can good quality String Bean .25c
moved camp farther up the valley and
week.
2 can extra quality Wax Beans ..25c
North iron Detain
are now in the vicinity of the Brown
The Grant county Telephone lines are
3 cans Early June Peas
. 25c
Through
Mimbres
ranch. The direction of their survey
tht
. 25c to be extended into the Burro Mountain
3 cans good Pink Salmcn . .
points directly to Lordsburg, which
Valley.
years.
25c camp,
2 cans best Red Salmon .'
point they are undoubtly making for."
Subscriber.
25c
2 cans Salmon Steak
The first social dance of the season
We learn from another source that
25c
2 cans Brook Trout
will be held in Newcomb hall noxt
there ia little doubt about the Rock
A
FORTUNE
AWAITS
25c
3 cans Cove Oysters
evening.
Island being behind this road, in which
Removed and Enlarged.
3 cans Broiled Mackerel in mustard,
FSOMOTEH
THE
case
the line will doubtless build direct
George
H.
Bell
sold
has
half
interest
a
50c
spices and tomato sauce
J. I. Clement who has been in the ly to Deming and connect with the
in
saloon
his
Palace
business
Abe
to
25c
Baked Beans
5 cans
lumber business here tor some years
Cut-Othua giving
25c Abraham.
3 cans b Baked Beans
WkS) will Organize
Company sad past has purchased the four lots just that company a direct line east and
25c
2 cans Mb Baked Beans
The town council is working overtime
latid m Road Tarea
tkls north of the Graphic office and is fitting west through here, and Deming an- 3 cans Baked Beans in tomato sauce. .25c these days, having under consideration
it up, building sheds etc., for the ac- other trunk line.
en
Crest Eaglo and Its
1 cans Imported Kippered Herring. .25c the revising and compilation of the city
will lasare U Bea&laj comodation of an increased stock of all
1 can imported Marshall's Herring in ordinances.
Crswtk
ta that af classes of building material He is now
25c
tomato saQc
unloading five cars of lumber and has
Rational CanH Open.
Barla tks fast
The ladies of the Eastern Star gave
25c
large orders coming and expects to be
6 cans American .Sardines
enjoyable
friends
reception
an
their
Tsars.
25c
The contractors finished the big vault
3 torga cana Mustard Sardines
fu!!y established in the new yard by
in the Masonic lodge
25c and entertainment
During the of the Deming National Bank last week
1 cans imported Sardines
first
of
November.
the
room Monday evening.
2 cane importad Sardines in oil and
present month, however, he will be and the fixtures, which arrived the lat25c
Attorney Colin Neblet left Sunday Editor Graphic- :tomato aaoee
found doing business at the old stand. ter part of the week, were put in place
Monday and yesterday, for the first
S cant Trt Color Soups, extra Am. . .25c evening for Las Cruces to look after
As I have been much interested in
time in her history, the town of Deming
. ...25c some business before the the United the articles which have been published
2 cans Uaahrocrns
35c Sutes cotrt
laprovesents.
offers
to her business people two solid
Kzn
2 cans Importad French Peas
in your paper during the past six
10c
institutions with which to deal
financial
1 can LPoby Chicken Tamales
regarding
development
months,
Fay-woothe
of
Ralph C. Ely, president of the
d
Rev. John R.Gass, of the Presbyte
10c
The
fixtures
of the bank are of the
1 can Red Uot Chile Con Carne
Lead Co., operatiug at Jos,
rian church is absent in Santa Fe at this region, and heartily commend the
25c
o
finest
antique
ak, ground glass and
2 cans Print Roast Beef....
Wed-pestending the annual ession of the Fres-- efforts you arc making to aid in the tragic ted business in town last
25c
marble and present a very pleasing
2 eans Corned Beer...!
subthis
community,
advancement
of
I
in
while
y and Thursday and
town
byteiian synod.
25c
S sana Vienna Sausage
mit the following thoughts on S tub state i to a representative of this i a per appearance while for the safety of the
meeting
of
quarterly
regular
the
The
35c
2 cans ninjburger Steak onions
ject ihat as yet there has been but that L.s concentrator of the company noney the company has put in, at an
25c Grant county board of county cómmis
2 eats Ctrr." i Beef Hash
tittle
said about 1 mean the question arts running regularly and that some expenHc of over $1700, one o' ths
I
in this city Monday
held
was
sioncrs
25c
safe Co's. fire and
Jeans CIV:
between ablbments have recently been made to
''eommunteatioa
'
won transatJ.
50c Consider .ble b inines
3 esa C.i.ld I -- ppls
(tiirg and the country bordering on the aoMuiar at El Paso which piovu! Ivirglam proof xafes. Thisaie4eeapt'
60c almnuf entirtlv of a mutina MtLiire.'
2 laaacbiSd T-r- r'e
' ' very satisfactory. He also stated in a single piece of a metal which
the Jdimbres river.
:
warrant eed by the manufacturers lobe
2 " !b cans TU Fruit in grape".
former
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
The. people of Deming are Brack in that they were constantly adding new
25c
"ama A apricots
residents of this city but now making terested in trying to get smelters and improvements to the mill both for the drill proof, the door being of the same
lb cans Fitra Standard peaches
their home in Los Angeles, spent last manufacturing works in their town, purpose of making the work more con- material and fitted with two time locks
thus giving
$1.00 week with their friends here, leaving
and two combinations,
id pears in heavy syrup
and they will get them too, but I will venient and profitable and to produce
Cashier
J. Bennett
J.
which
security
a
Fancy Toilet Soap 6 bars for. ...25c far California Mondan evening.
workmen,
danger
of
lead
the
to
the
and
try to show that the quickest and surreduces
materially
the cost
us
assured
xes Extra Fancy Toilet soap.. ..25c
large fan was put in
Col. James A. Betta has returned to est way to get them is to open up this for this purpose a
25c
any
other
over
insurance
burglar
of
Laundry
Soap........
irs
and get the last week which practically clears the
vsst natural store-hous- e
25c this city after an absence of over a
reliability and
the
As
to
safe
built
rs White Star Soap
danger
mill
reduces
and
the
dust
of
to
means of transporting its mineral and
25c year in New York City. Col. BetU is
rs White Russian Soap
agricultural products to the works the mill employes to a minimum. We solid financial standing of the company
Howard
H.
City
Clerk
brother
of
a
nothing at this time, as
ckages American Beauty
which will then bet erected In your are glad to record the successful pro- we need say
25c Betts.
and directors are well
incorporator
the
Itaeamni....:
will
work
its
as
success
of
this
gress
town.
25c
the very best busiknown
some
of
as
baby
W.
and
George
anda Bulk Macaroni
Mrs.
Turner
To begin with,- - the first twenty miles mean the erection of similar worka at ness men of the south west that their
25c left last week for their home in Fresno
undsgood Rice.....
3
would run across the other mines In this region and increas25c Cal., after spending the summer here of this road
names in connection with a new enter31 ekages Atlas Oats
broad
open
flat
that t present, has ed activity in mining iiatters through- prise insure confidence from the start.
.. . 25c with Mrs. Turner's parents, Mr. and
okagea Friends Oats
nothing to offer in the support of a out the county.
25c Mrs. William Laziure.
Mr. J. J. Bennett cashier, who will
3i indbulk Vermecelll
transportation line. But with the in
have
Beauty
charge is a quiet unassuming man
Ver
2 I
kaea American
'
Messrs M. W. Porterfleid, G. W. M. creased population of the town and the
25c
of pie uing address and unquestionable
Go?
Yoo
Will
min
John Carson, Robert Golding large number of people who would be
50c Carvil,
business ability whose very personalIon Fancy table Syrup
E.
E.
Grandara left Sunday eve- employed in the mines it would only be Special CotTMpondent of th Graphic.
and
25c
ity will be sure to draw and hold cuskages Grape Nuta
Las Cruces, having been sum- a few years until this plain would be a
Albuquerque, N. M. October 6. The tomers for the bank.
25c ning for
lies Eagle Catsup
moned as jurors of the United States populous farming region furnishing man,
25c
or lor tha. matter ine woman
:les good Pepper sauce
court which convened Monday. large amounts of produce for transpor- or the child, who misses the territorial
district
50
Tea
English Breakfast
beyond thia the road fair in Albuquerque which is going to
A El Cornor.
Rev. J. G. Harahaw, of the Metho- tation. Juet
Jap Rose uncolored Japan tea 50c
west
to
aids
pass
woula
of
the
the
Monday,
eve12th,
will
next
open
Thursday
10c
leave
October
dist church, will
t Coffee 1 pound
Not a comer on the stock market
Cooks Peak mountains opening up that
miss the opportunity of a life time for however, but a
ning to attend the nineteenth annual
eellent Mocha and Java per
cornr where more
transmining
giving
and
rich
district
25c conference of the New Mexico mission
a really good time. The man or woman business is done under one roof than
,d
low
which
for
grade
portation
ores
the
pall of extra line coffee.... $1.00 of the Methodist church at Albuquer- exist in such large quantities there. or child who cornea to Albuquerque any where else in Deming, and probainvitation
to
known
next Monday for the fair can no more bly in
will
an
extend
well
He
que.
0 carry the
the southern part of the territory.
would follow up the
From there
help having a good time than a fish can We have reference to the Clark and
the conference to meet in this city Mimbres riverit on the
Is of Blanks and White
aide opening
east
help enjoying fresh cool water. AH
next year.
e Coffee at the lowest prices,
up the reach gardens and orchards the elementa of a good time will be pre- Co, corner where the new National
Schilling
or
Price's
Royal,
e
bank is located and where the Clarke
Gulch Mining which, wtth a railroad, would soon be
The St Louis-Gol- d
35c
sent There will be attractions to & Co., grocery has just moved into its
g Powders
city
so
immense
in
increased
to
produce
last
this
organized
as
waa
company
please all manner of mankind and they
Royal or Price's Baking
week, with the following officers: quantities of fruit and vegetables, and will be going all the time. Alione will new enlarged quarters in the large
5c
r
Theodore W. Carter, president; H. M. in a few years, canning factories and need will be a little to eat and a place store room next to the bank. It ia the
inds Schilling's Baking
Intention to have a abort order restauDillon, fruit drying establishments would be
85c Powell, vice president; H. E.
to sleep, and the bureau of information rant in the next room, which has been
r
treasand
industry
Porterfleid,
important
erected
form
an
M
W.
and
secretary
25c
will look after that the rest of the time
iTapioco
occupied as store room for the grocery
A few miles farther up the river, about
25c urer. The capitalization ia $1,000,000.
will take care of itself.
Pearl Barley ..:
and the room where the store was, will
S
Gibson
miles
lies
one
nine
notheast
of
warts
the
secured
has
25c The company
From the moment the fair begins at
beat Sago.
be fitted up for the Clark Liquor busilow
bodies
Bill
lead
largest
grade
of
of
Lucky
Duch,
the
the
on
option
Easton
25c
Monday's noon until it closes at midGinger Snaps
ness, thus making a complete change
west,
extending
zinc
owned
formerly
by
ores in the
and
and other property
night Saturday night there will not be
rse you have heard about that the San Jose Concentrating company for miles along the hills, and in a single instant when there is not of the block and adding materially to
impress flour, the Queen of all in Gold Gulch, Including the mill plant form that could be mined at a very something doing; something lively and its appearance and convenience. In
that the seoond story over the bank and
,d Qualities. We have just
small cost,' In many Instances, not more snappy and interesting, something
is bound to amuse. If one does not
than 30 or 40 eta per ton. Here too care for base ball there is always a store we find the elegant Victoria, one
a carload. Ask your neighbor
Sudden Death.
we find those two essentials which are horse race, and if the horse race does of the finest equipped and best managi Flour. She uses it -- and ao
and no other, when you have ' R. H. Fluhive, who baa been in the lacking in so many of the mining not please there is a cowboy tourna- ed hotels in the territory and a credit
"!
'
employ of W. J. Wamel for the past camps of this region, timber and water ment or a roping content and if thee lo to any town, and in the south half ia a
.
lit
not satisfy there will be the great hall
two years, and who was expecting to in abundance; while just ' west of, this filled with exhibits and down the great large hall fitted up for a lodge room
return to his home In Gallup in short on the other side of the river a short Southern Carnival comoany with its where several fraternal orders make
.j 5
time, received the sad news lost Friday branch would open up a big' district three hundred showmen doing their bent their home. Considerable may be said
street fair and
on the corner question but when a corof the sudden death of his father M. M. of low grade lead and copper ore which to please, and thetime,
with confetti on net shows the enterprise this one does
the
place and left for home could be whipped to good advantage In everv side.allDeople
at
Fluhive
that
who are out for a
i
Friday evening to attend the funeral. large quantities. Passing on from these
time and nothing else and who are we are always in favor of it and we
e
In only wish there were a dozen or more
w find tha Mimbres Hot SDrlnirs where readv to helo amuse their fellows,
During the two years that Mr.
of our town he one of the finest health resorts in the diana dancing on the street, lodges cele- such corners in Deming.
citizen
been
a
has
XIAL'ATTENTION
brating their meeting wit'i orethern
has been an active worker in the Meth- went could be established with the from far corners of the territory. It
chrin-tia- n
purest of pure air and the best of sport will be a whirl of good time, a mad rush
TO MAIL ORDERS." odist church and by his aincere
The Organ repairer Is in town. Also
character and agreable manner has at its very door. Pushing northward of sport and it will be a fair the like of
not been known in this Bun-n- y Typewriters and Sewing machines rehas
which
won a large circle of friends who will
great coal region
land of onra. It will pay. to get in paired. Will call in response to request
extend heartfelt sympathy to him in from here toward the
:LEPH0NE 2C3
addressed to P. O. Box 108 Deming.
would open up the game.
road
this
of
Gallup
south
of
bereavement
this hour
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1

v

Empress

'

rarni-valsroi-

1.25

Fla-hiv-

V.jr

Centlemsn at Arms.
The English bodyguard of
which la the "nearest
guard" to bla majesty, ia limited In
numbers, and composed of officers who
DEMINQ.
NEW MEXICO.
have seen active service, who art of
a certain tolght and under fifty years
of age at the date of appointment
Lockjaw leave statesmen alone, or
Ills majesty personally a sleets the offiel they are Immune.
tsricuL coRftisroxDixcg)
cers who form his English guard, and
doing tho appointment Is looked upon as a
Shall we also be Jolly good fel- tht bear amuses passers-bIt It rather surprising to find In a
Since the astonishing leap of Vengreat prize. The gentienienat-aruiwalking
and
dancing
lows if Sir Thomaa lifts the cup?
'.iros, such as
with such an unstable goverland
resembling
a
something
ezuela,
Into
pay.
receive
oMler fashion with a broomstick.
guidance of nmenta land to which Europeans
the
state,
under
modern
15.000,000
toy trust will furnish
That
Guzman Blanco, the country haa had aend warships to collect debts more
Butterfly Farms.
monopoly's newest "something to play
Wouldn't Surprise Them.
than presi- statues of heroes In Its capital city
Up to within a year or two a butterf- many more revolutlona
with."
A traveling man boarded the train-- )
of aspir- than there are In the rich and solid
lot
entire
the
dents,
and
of
at
Eastbourne,
A Mexico early tme morning, en route ly farm establishment
more
than a town of Boston. In nearly every one
much
was
not
one
ants
M. de Plehve says Russia will "en:o Jefferson City", only a few hours' England, by William Watklna, an eng
of the numerous plazas bronze perpetadventurer.
IU
"
one
of
only
was
"Enthe
courage the Jews to emigrate.
urn, and complained about the slow tomologist,
way
uates the fame of some national figure,
IU
In
thing
really
remarkable
A
"
however, there exist
courage" is good.
i!me the train was making. With a Kind.
and. t,li "statues ae, as a hilt, well,
Caracas,
at
These Is the National Pantheon
several such farms In France.
ook that would crack Ice tho conducexecuted.
such
of
land
no
other
probably
and
Never roll a MS to be offered to an tor said: "You had better get off and bufterfliea are reared In the Interest
The largest la naturally that oL tht
poverty can furnish Ita
comparative
rare
also
industry
and
not
dttor, unless you roll It around a
docs
silkworm
the
of
train
speed
this
oi
alk If the
like
that,
counterpart
A
bulldlnr
at
Sold
be
grown
to
couple of
cigars.
..ult you." The traveling man said he specimens are
most pantheons, waa once a church-- La
would, but his folks didn't expect him high prices to museums pf natural
Trinidad delcated to preserving
world.
of
City
parts
a!),
the
history in
Star.
The prudent woman will think twice jntil train time. Kansas
and the memories of Venezuthe
dust
before she takes up' the men's sock
stands on high ground,
heroes,
elan
puts
fad and
her foot In It.
Giant Monkey.
Three Days on tpe Wing.
In the Interior are a
plaza.
fronting
a
.
The biggest monkey ever exhibited humber of marble monuments, exeA pigeon sent In a ra?e from Bourne-nouthhigh,
inchea
Japan Is doubtless gTltty for Its
England. 23rd May, lost Its Is a gorilla alx feet ten'
In Italy, all of a grand and Imsize, but It should be warned In ad- way In a northeasterly gale, and flew with an
of nine feet three cuted
character.
pressive
vance that Russia Is not China.
on board the Minneapolis, on her way Inches, from the Camaroona, West
Bolivar covers a tomb In
of
That
to New York. In lat. 49.03 N.. long. Africa. He stands with his skeleton Which his bones now rest. On one
Those three men up north who took 19.61 W., on It'.tb May, having flown besldo him In the museum of Ham3
of this memorial la another to Anbedbug poison for whisky merely a distance of 831 miles without a rest, burg. The crowds at the museum tide
liber"secretary
of
the
Guzman,
tonio
made a mistake In the kind of poison. a drop of water, or a grain of food have been enormous, and the com- ator and founder of the Liberal party,"
G
for three days. The pigeon was traced ments upon Ita marked resemblance hnd on the other than of Gen. Daniel
to its owner at Earlsfleld by the club to the human species have been
An automobile Is never so much
Florencio O'Lcary, "liberator and
t Ir
out of place as at a horse show. Be- stamp on Its wing.
of Venezuela, New Granada,
MUHICIFAL
TKEATM
sides, It Is liable to add Injury to InEcuador, Peru and Bolivia." The
sult.
Tasks for Children.
She Waa a "Quivering Mass."
Fpanlsh tongue Insists on turning the "Washington of South America," SiA London correspondent, describing
ii Is not only cruel but most unwise Irish Florence Into Florencia and the mon Bolivar, In the handsome plaza
It Is supported by the police that the spectators at the opera perform- to sot little children tasks fitted only Hashing general'a name Is usually of that name In the center of the city.
there is a suicide club In Hoboken. ance In honor of President Loubet cf for persons of mature years. Little Written here "O'Learl."
Mounted In full uniform on a rearing
Doubtless there Is one there If any- France. In London, notes that Mrs. children should not be required nor
Near by the graves of the earlier charger, with chapcau In hand as if
where.
Perry Belmont, of New York, easily allowed to perform any drudgery, and Ybarras, Diego and Andreas, are acknowledging the plaudits of an adled the diamond brigade. "She was a especially to 11 Tt heavy weights. Chilmarked with slabs In the floor, and a miring throng, the liberator sits, every
Grand Duke Vladimir, the czar's quivering mass of rich stones and
dren's bones are tender, not having large wreath of living flowers from Inch a man. Both Bolivar and Miranda
uncle, declares that the Russian Jews
the eye from all parts of the ossified so as to be hardened, so they the Daughters of the American Revo- were born at Caracas, though the latare happy. Glad they are still alive, house." It is not surprising that she easily become deformed and grow out lution Wis a prominent place. A ter died at Santa Marta, from which
perhaps.
(iUlvercd with such a load on.
of shape.
splendid monument to Miranda, one to place his bones were brought here.
Gregorio Monagas, who, when presl' What a pity that Bolívar In the bitterFathers-in-lamake the most
Woman's Field.
Easy Way to Get Shellfish.
dent, freed all the slaves, one to An- ness of his retreat, where he died
trouble before the marriage, but genEvery woman should think and act
Many a Long Island housewife, when tonio Jose Sucre, and one to the pa- heartbroken at the Ingratitude of U.c
erally they mind their own buslnesc for herself, and express her real opin- sho wants oysters or clams for din- triota In general who fell In the con- - people he bad rescued, could not have
afterward.
ions. Individuality, when combined ner, puts" on her hat, strolls down to
with tact and good manners, Is always tlif. shore that marka the boundary
The Chicago youth who has stolen attractive. A woman's happy, heart) of her husband's property and there
over a hundred bicycles during the .nugh is better than medicine, and her gathers the shellfish with her own
past year must be crazy. At least he cheery presence I as welcome as the bands. Then, again, she frequently
has wheels.
sunshine In a sickroom and is as takes one cf th? "hired help" along
fiultful of good. Exchange.
j. do the actual work.
Cuba would like to borrow $33,000.-000- .
Just now we don't happen to
Spanish Signs in Mexico.
States Without a Lynching.
know anybody who has that much lyThe Mexican government proposes
New Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
ing around loose.
to compel all signs and advertise Rhode Island and Utah are the only
ents on walls to t.c in SpanMi with. Matea in which there has not been
A London man has refused to be
f desired, translations Into other lati
i lynching. The record from 18S5 to
knighted by King Edward. Evidently
It Is considered contrary
nases.
shows that thero were 2,51ti
l!:
he doesn't know of any rich American to the dignity of the nation that EngIviichinr.fl. 1.078 being negroes, 801
girl that he wants to marry.
sh siens. now very numerous, should white. twentiue Indians, nine Chinot have their Spanish counterpart.
le so and seven Mexicans.
A New York paper reports
the
catching of a mackerel weighing 10S
Proper Seasoning.
Sunburn Crazed Him.
pounds. A decimal mark must have
boy of mine." said the counAs the result of sunburn, Joseph
"Thnt
been dropped out of the original
Is try editor, "Is a little wild. I admit,
Perkins, a Coney Island
Item.
delirious In a New York hospital. Tho but he's young yet. He needs a little
" "Seasonln's what he'll
doctors who are treating him pro seasoning
The man In Iondon who has Just nounce his the worst case of sunburn git," Interrupted
Farmer Hardgrane
sold thirteen apostle spoons for the they have ever seen. A largo part of
"ef he don't keep outer by orchard.
record price of $21.000 cannot be per- Ms skin had been made completely
I'll pepper him with rock salt." Phil
suaded that thirteen is an unlucky raw by the sun.
"
adclphla Press.
cumber.
'I

THE
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Doing a Watchdog's Duty.
A large black bear Is used In lieu
'eeat. of
of a watchdog by Gottlieb
Lelpervllle, Ta. The animal Is owned
It
by Frank Green, who captured
while on a gunning expedition In one
3f the western states. At night bruin
s chained In the yard. At the approach of a stranger he growls and
tigs at his chain. During the day

Bar

gentle-men-at-arm- s,
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An English Judge has declared that
South Dakota divorces are no good.
There are plenty of other people, however, who will never be happy till they
get them.

It's all very well for the astronomers

to tell us that the new comet Is In
the vicinity of Alpha Cygnus. but most
of us haven't the least Idea where
Alpha Cygnus is.
The public men who comp'aln
about cartoons of themselves nay
some day be subjected to the awful
condition of not having their pictures
In the papers at all.
Prof. Marinskl of New York finds
that the strains of the bagpl 's are
sure dfath to mosquitoes. Very likely;
but a more humane way of killing
them should be Invented.
Tossllily

Kearsarge
order that
get Into
sumptuous

the officials ordered the
to make that rapid trip In
the tolling officers might
form again after thlr
faro In Europe.

Englishmen hnve liowed courteously
to the Americans who carried off the
marksmanship trophy. A former generation once bowed very precipitately
to Yankee straight shooting.
Tesla's prediction that It will be pos
flble to send photographs by a system
of wireless electrical transmissions
may be regarded as one of the most
brilliant things that he has dono, thus
far.
It may be true, as an expert de
clares, that the devil lurks in soda
fountains, but people are not so much

frald of the devil nowadays as thry
used to be in the days of Cotton
Mather.
Dr. Stiles' discovery of the gem
which produces laziness may be Inter
esting, but It would have been a greftt
deal more useful to have discovered
the germ which produces the desire
(or bard work.

Quite a Merger.
There Is a rumor abroad that the
city hall is slowly and quietly sinking
Into the subway. Such a rumor about
the other buildings in City If all Park
would not disquiet anyone, except tho
subway people, but really wo cannot
spare the city hall Just yet. New York
World. '

No Repetition Wanted.
Mr. Sllmpurse "But why do you
Insist that our daughter should marry
a man whom she does not like? You
married for love, didn't you?" Mrs.
Sllmpurse "Yes. but that Is no reason why I should let our daughter
make the same blunder." New York
Weekly.
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Great Britain Leads.
Of the HO colonies, dependencies.
protectorates and "spheres of influence" belonging to the different nations, the United Kingdom has nenrly
.
The area of the British em
pire is estimated at from 11.230,000
to 11,400.000 square miles.

flirt with Spain, are the other more
On the whole It
is a fine beginning for a national Westminster Abbey, and should have a
pronounced effect on the patriotic Impulses of future generatlona.
The traveler from the United States
"Docking."
Against
Crusade
frequently reminded how eminently
Is
The New Jersey Society for the the worth of Washington Is apprePrevention of Cruelty to Animals Is ciated In other lands. Here a little
carrying on a crusade- against the plaza, twice the atze of our Granary
practice of "docking" horses' tails. burying ground, bears his name and
Several wealthy owners of horses has In the center an extremely fine
have been arrested charged with hav- bronze statue of the "Father of His
ing bad their horses' tails docked.
Country." He Is represented standing

Irish Twins.
Irish women can boast of having
twins more frequently than any other
women Inhe world. Twins are born
In Dublin about once In every fifty two
births, as against a general world average of one In eighty.

Youngest Lecturer on Surgery.
William Dnrrach. who graduated
from Yale In 1897, and who has been
appointed one of the lecturing physicians at the P. and S. hospital In New
York city. Is the youngest man who
ever held the position.

Suggest Vegetarian Diet.
Dr. Arthur McDonald, tho criminologist In Washington, now says that
unless a person wants to become a
criminal he should never eat meat or
potatoes.

To Mine Coal Under Water.'
The new mines pumping scheme
for South Staffordshire, England, Is
designed to release and render available for mining 40,000,000 tons of coal
now under water.

Destroys Sparrows.
During the last three months the
Easton Sparrow Club In Essex, Eng..
has destroyed 7,394 sparrows as being
pcsti to the farmer and gardener.

Royal Road to Literary Reputation.
Some neonle seem to think that the
way to seem highly cultivated la to
express glowing admiration every
now and then Tor umar ivnayyam.

Hio Trotters to Be Cared For.
A Western man of wealth bequeathed a fund of $5,000, the annual interest to be used for the care of two fav-

The average yield of the wheat harvest of South Australia la alx bushels
per acre, and the aurplus available

one-half-

striking memorials.
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THE CMTIM

bad prevision of the honor In which
they hold his name!
Besides the handsome shaft to th
much-loveMiranda which stands In
Puerto Cabello dedicated also u
O'Lcary and his other companions
nis bronze Image adorns the plaza In
front of the Pantheon. A notalli
bronze Is also that of Columbus, at the
top of the grand staircase which leads
to the handsome gardens near the reservoir.
Not a statue In the city has a "truly"
stone pedestal, though all are cunningly designed to Imitate reality. Even
the high posts of fences around the
paiaces are not real Iron, only painted
wood; try them with your walking
stick and hear the dull response. The
architecture of the university, copied from some monastery of
Europe and formerly used by monks
here, almost deceives you at first, with
Its
stone mere Imitation.
The Federal Palace and Municipal
theater, though low In stature, have
stupendous fluted columns of (Imitation) stone. Nearly every building In
tho place Is masquerading in false
colors.
Take It all In all, few cltlea or its
Blze
(70,000 Inhabitants) have more
In the way of public adornment than
thla Caracas, bidden away in Its mountain retreat. A walk In any direction
reveals beauties that a more northerly
land could never hopo to rival, and It
Is small wonder that so many of the
Inhabitants delight in spending every
possible moment out of doors. Hundreds of houses bave their own spacious patios, and through
portals one may catch glimpses of
lavish floral effects. The courtyard of
the Yellow House (the presidential
mansion) Is generally free to all visitors.
When things resume their natural
(or rather unnatural) condition, and
there Is an Interim between revolutions, the seeker for novelty might do
worse than spend a month In this pretty little city.
seml-gothl-

c

time-staine-

orite trotting horses.

Roosevelt's Cousin a Captain.
Lieut. H. L. Roosevelt, appointed
captain In the United States marina
corpa, la a cousin of President Roose-

Wheat Harvest of Australia.

for export

130.C30
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half-opene- d

tons.

Fins Bloodlettsrs.
"I
CffATUr OT S.IHOM XVK.1VÁH.
pistol In South America
would make those revolutionists far on a pedestal In an easy pose, the figmore dangerous than they are. Phil- ure being perhaps eight feet In height.
adelphia Press.
velt
e
Americans, on special occasions,
thla atatue, and It has no superMilitary Automobiles.
Reputations Mads to Ordsr.
ior aa a work of art In the city. "W.
Many a statesman would lose bla
Automobiles made for the German R. O'Donovan fecit" la written on the
reputation as a wit If the reporters lost army haul from five to eight ton leads base.
through hilly country.
tielr Imagination!
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"If

I

But Knew"

Elinor glanced roguishly at the
young man Bitting dejectedly beside
her on the rand at Milton point.
"You may have as many minutes
as this sand takes to run through
my fingers," she said, taking up a
handful of warm, white sand from
the beach. "And then If you continue to be dlnagreeable and cross,
I'll well, never mind, you'll regret
tt, Mr. Jack Robinson."
She let the soft sand trickle slowly
through her sunburned fingers like
a minute glass as she hummed
softly, "If I But Knew."
The young man turned Impatiently
and looked out across the broad expanse of water. How easily the
d
yachts Bklramed over
I lie water.
He wished his little craft
.f love would run so smoothly.
"Elinor," he said turning to her,
"will you stop singing that song?"
"Whon your present fit of 111 temper
Llows over," she retorted, watching
the last few grains of sand fall from
her fingers. "If I but knew your
heart was true," she hummed on,

1

SHE DELIBERATED

TOO LONG.

Time to Make Up
Her Mind.
A large woman carrying a heavy
bundle started to board a Broadway
car the other days, says the New York
News. The car had been delayed
several minutes by a big truck, and
the conductor was In even a more
genial mood than was L'a to
the
The woman laboriously
bundle on the floor of the cs., grasped
one of the handrails and placed one
foot on the step. Then she paused.
"What street is this, conductor?"
street,
she asked. "Thirty-seventmadame. Step lively if you are going
with us," replied the Metropolitan env
ploye, In the soft, persuasive tone
affected by his tribe.
"How far Is it to Twenty-seventstreet?" continued the old woman
"Ten blocks, madame. For heaven's
sake get on or get off."
"Now, don't get smart young man,"
responded the old woman; "your
nickels come easier than mine.
don't know whether it's hardly worth
while to spend good money for a
ride or not, and I ain't goln' to
move until I make up my mind."
There was a murderous gleam In
the conductor's eye, and it is bard to
fortoll Just what would have happened
had not tho old woman been com
pelled to loosen her hold on the car
just then by a pausing dray.
As the car swept by It was easy to
see from her franltc gesticulations
that she had decided to spend her
money and ride. But it was too late,
Old Lady Needed

whlte-wlnge-

him.

"See here, what can I do to prove
to you that I am sincere?"
He
watched her dust the sand from her
paira.

"Do? You make me feel like a
princess of 'ye olden time.' Then
brave knights won fair ladles by acts
of courage, but now"
"Yes, now?" he said, looking up at
her eagerly.
"O. now we don't even take a man's
word for anything."
And
Elinor
laughed, a merry, captivating laugh,
which chafed away the frowns from
Jack's brow. He could never be angry
with ber for long.
"Suppose we play we are living
1 Oil
years ago," she said, after a
minute.
"I'll play anything you like."
"And do anything I like?" she asked, looking at him dubiously.
Her
tone was half serious,
firmly.
"Anything," be replied,
That Is provided you'll accept that
a proof that I love you. I've said
all I can to no avail."
Elinor did not reply nor look up;
she was tracing her name in the sand
thinking. She bad tried to believe
Jack, but. somehow, at times, she
doubted that be really meant all be

Stroke by Stroke She Pulled Out Toward the Big Rock.
The water almost covers tt and
splashes around It and makes a terrible noise."
"Does It?" he asked, amused.
"Yes, and unless one Is a very good
swimmer one cannot possibly get In
until the tide goes out again, if ons
Is caught out there
It would be
awful to stay there all night."
Elinor shivered at the very thought
of it. Should she go on?
"And what then? Who ever stayed
out there all night?" he asked, knowing well what was coming.
"Why why, nobody," she hesitated.
"Would you do it?"
"Do you ask me to?" He looked at
her Intently. She was building a
pyramid of sand.
"I I'd believe you if you did." she
said at length, and looked Into bis
eyes to see how he would receive the
said.
suggestion.
"He was such a serious sort f a
"And you'd like to believe me, Elifellow, and she 0, she was frivolous nor? Tell me that but, no, don't;
,
according to her I'll do
and scatter-brainedit Are we not living a hunown estimate of herself. Why should dred years ago?"
Elinor wished now that he had
promised to do It, that sne had not
asked it. Suppose a storm should
come up and the waves would dash
over the rock and sweep him off and
and he was not able to swim far
enough to reach the shore.
"Jack," she said, a little nervously,
"let's move forward a hundred years;
I don't like it way back here.
I I
might believe you."
Out Jack would not pass over the
century so quickly. He would do as
she had asked him; he would spend
..
the night on the big rock and then
she might believe him.
Elinor sat In the window of their
summer cottage on the shore, and
watched the tide come in, wave by
wave. One by one the shadows foil
and the figure out on the rock became
less and less distinct. At last she
bad to go out to the beach to see It
half-playfu-

re

27

at

all.

Higher and higher grew the water
mark about the rock and yet ' the
figure did not move; It sat on the
6hs Let the Soft Sand Trickle Slowly
topmost point, looking out over the
Through Her Sunburned Fingers.
sound.
At last it was too dark to tee the
be love her? And yet, why should he
figure on the rock and Elinor walked
lay so if he did not?
At last she covered the sand letters up and down the beach in front of the
"Jack," she cottage. She was supposed to have
over and looked up.
laid, "would you really do anything retired, but somehow it seemed to
useles's to pretend to sleep.
for me? Even If it was silly and
She wondered If the ladies In the
ad awfully dangerous Just u prove
centuries long ago slept on as usual
to me that you like me?"

THE
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Compelled to Be on Iler Feet the Larger Part
of the Day Finds a Tonic In
Pc-ru-n-

Curtain, of St.
Paul, Gives Her
Experience.
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"Jack, Jack!" she called. "I'm- -0
it's such hard pulling."
"Elinor," was all Jack said as he
took bold of the rope with one hand
and bers with the other. The place
was not nearly so rough as It bad
looked from a distance.
"Jump In," she said.
"But the night hasn't begun yet,"
be replied, still standing on the rock.
"What," she almost gasped. "I
thought it must surely be morning
and that it was never going to get
light."
"It's only 11 and that wasn't late
100 years ago."
"Get In, Jack," she said, Impatiently. She hoped no one was on
the shore to see.
"I would, 'If I but knew.' " be said,
meaningly.
"Then know, Jack, and do come."
As Jack walked homo from the lit
tle cottage that nlgbt he thought 100
years was the shortest space of time
imaginable. He broke into a happy
I but
"If I but knew- -lf
whistle:
in Boston
knew!" Ruby Douglas

"Not to prove that I like you, but
I love you yes." He laughed a
little at her serious face.
"Do you see that big rock out
there?" She pointed to a large rock
just In the edge of the now low tide.
"I do."
"You know when the tide is high it
Is a long distance from the shore?
Globe.

that

care-li-ssl-

pretty

danger.

she might live again in the
twentieth century.
The searchlight of a sound steamer
was thrown on the rock, and by its
light she could see the waves break
and smash about the ragged edgesi
Running close to the water's edge,
she looked up and down for a kiff,
one of the old flat boats she and
Jack so often fished in. Finding one
far up en the shore, she dragged it
down to the water and jumped In.
Stroke by stroke ahe pulled out
toward the big rock, but the tide was
strong and the boat heavy. It seemed
hours before she came anywhere near
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MISS NELLIE
St. I'aul, Minn., head

a department store writes :
of a department In a
dry gooda atore, and after Handing
the larger part of the day, I would go
home with
dull ache, generally
through my entire body. I used
and feel so much better that I
walk to and from the atore now. I
know Peruna to be the best medicine
on the market for the diseases peculiar
to women." Mist Nellie Curtain.
woman io

"I have charge

I'e-ru- na

Nothing is so weakening to the human
system as the constant loss of mucus.
Inflammation of the mucus
Catarrhal
membrane produces an excessive formation of mucus. Whether the mucus mem

Every tidy housekeeper appreciates " nicely starched
clothes and linens. No starch under the sun gives
to good a finish as Defiance Starch. It is absolutely
Free of the cherrJcals which other starches contain. It

never sticks to the iron or causes the clothes to
break. It does not rot them. For 10 cents you get
6 ounces of. the best starch that cm be made

TO GROW.

Wife Had String Tied to Her Promise
to Obey.

The intermittent discussion about
the propriety of tho word "obey" in
the bride's part of the marriage senr
Ice, reminds City Magistrate Crane
of a story.
When a certain couple
were married, the wife was sixteen
years old, and big and buxom. The
husband was two years her senior, but
slim to thinness, and not up to the
average In height. The years passed,
and the couple got along as well as
many couple do, but the wife was
hard to manage.
With the flight
of timo she became larger, while her
theoretical lord and master added not
an Inch to his stature nor an ounce
to his weight.
One day he wanted
her to do something and she refused
at first quietly, then vehemently, and
finally explosively.
"I'll not do it,"
she declared, "and I'd like to see
you make me,"
"But, Maria," expostulated the husband, "when you married me, didn't
you promise to obey me?"
"I did," she replied. Then, sizing
up his diminutive proportions, she ad
ded:
"But I expected you'd grow."
New Yorw Times.
Polar Expedition.
Since the return of the polar expeditions led by Peary, Sverdrup and
Baldwin, only tho Russian expedition
of Baron Toll is loft In tho Ncrth. I!o
spent the winter of 1001-0on the island of Katelnol, aud has not been
heard from since.
To Diminish Floods.

It Is suggested that the height of
the Mississippi's floods could be diminished, with great Incidental profit
to agriculture, by building reservoirs
in its western branches.

Tearl
sales-

brane be located in the head or pelvic
organs, the discharge of mucus is sure to
occur.
This discharge of mucus constitutes a
weakening drain; the system cannot long
withstand the loss of mucus, hence it is that
women afflicted with catarrhal affections of
the pelvic organs feci tired and languid,
with weak back and throbbing brain. A
course of I'eruna is sure to restore health
by cutting off the weakening drain of the
daily loss of mucus.
An Admlrahla Tonta.
Congressman Mark II. Dunnell, National
Hotel, Washington, D. C, writes :
" Your I'eruna being used by myself and
many of my friends and acquaintances not
only as a cure for catarrh but also as an
admirable tonic for physical recuperation,
I gladly recommend it to all persons requiring such remedies. " Mark H. Dunnell.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna, write
at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statement of your case and he will be pleased to
give you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of The
Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, Ohio.

Get Defiance.

THE DEFIANCE STARCH CO.,
OMAHA, NEB.

'
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TRACY

VUE KELT it quite a compliment when the New Mexican was
taking half a column or more of our news notes each week and
publishing them as "Special Correspondence", but now that the
same paper is taking selections from our editorials and crediting
them to the Albuquerque Journal Democrat, we feel sure that the
feeble products of our mind resemble, to some extent, those of

nd

great men.
COME eastern papers got hold of a statement that some kind of a
private school at Santa Fe had closed its doors because the public
schools had taken away its patronage. They at once began to
publish that the University of New Mexico had failed which story
has been given wide circulation through the east. This verifica the
old saving. "Give a lie the start and it will out travel the light

ing."
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SENSIBLE young lady of Kansas, from whence many good
responsible
house.
..01
stories come, made the following request of her friends: "Do not
. i'í'7;i.fWÍ-5-M'.--tlay me down by the rippling brookside, lest the babbling lovers fcVM'l?.i-awake me from my dreams; nor in the beautiful cemeteries in the
cooing over epitaphs, distract me; but
valley, lest the
i
let me sleep under the counter of the merchant or businessman
who never advertised. There h the place that passeth all under'
j
in which neither buoyant footfall
standing, and ihvp is the
of .with or the weary shuflleof old age will ever intrude,
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The children out of schoof hot:rs. " in the Outlook for September
".i.t. It gives a clear view of the work that is being done in NVu Demine
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i:.m:nky mautin
LAWS of this country recognize the right of every man to
work who wishes to do so, and in the exercise of this right he
must be protected. President Roosevelt would not be justified either
JLi?vC2azc:iS
hi
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of labor leaders and order that employes not members of a union;
should be discriminated against in favor of men who are members
BYSOH H. IVES
of such an organization. -- Albuquerque Citizen,
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the disease to this, section out of the - ,, m.na.
Of all Kinds served at Byron's
wrll lm flH!t: ,heni;i:
mestion, although it is hardly likely East 871 feet, to
the point of
Soda Fountain. Our fresh
on said East, section line
crushed fruits are just what
that it would take hold in this mount- lei.'iiining
ajr-tc .i..iini!ij
more or less;
your system needs to withain region. It is a good time however Also that tract of land described
as
stand the hot weather.
cessand
to cleun up alleys, backyards
follows: hoginnii.x at a point on the'.
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.S. W. i of said section 23 thence E. 2ii I'J
New Mexican.
feet to the North East corner of the
New Mexico has set an example to S. W. 1 of said Section 23. thence
thence West Hat) feel X
the entire country. Two members of South 17'J2 feet;
rr? Telephone 10
113 feet; thence
South
thence
West
athe mob which some months ago
1151 feet to tiie sint of beginning on
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of
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less gel a term in the penitentiary sufAlso the W. é of N. E. 1 of said Sec.
ficiently long to allow them ample time 9, und N. i of Sec. 10 T. 21 S. R. 9 W.
Also those certain tracts of land as
to reflect on the inadvisabilityof taking
the law in their own hands in Colfax follows: Beginning at a KLit on the
East line of Section 9 in Township 24
county. -- Las Vegas Optic.
S. K. 9 V, 1485 feet S. of the N. E.
corner of said Section, running thence
Tickets on sale October 5th and 6th.
The young man who smokes, who South 1 155 feet to the S. E. corner
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W20f:et
Account New Mexico Territorial Fair
employers will have nothing to do with Also beginning at a point on East line Tickets on sale October 11th to 16th in- him. In Chicago, the Western Elec- of Section 4 T. 24 S. K. 9 W., llXH) feet elusive. Good to return, until October 19
W. G. ROCHESTER.
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Groceries and Hardware,
Hay. Grain and Flour
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SouthernPacific

100

Summer Excursion Rates
California Seashore Resorts
The Southern Pacific company will sell

Choice Lots
At

a Bargain

first clusa round trip tickets to Snnta
Barbara, Santa Monica, Long Heath For the next ten days the Demand other California seashore resorts
ing Real Estate and Improvement
for $35.00.
These tickets on sale each Thursday Co. will sell one hundred choice
and Saturday good to return until No- lots
at old prices, after which the
vember 30th, 1903.
Stop over at all points intermediate to prices will be advanced fifty
destination allowed at stations west of per cent.
Colton, Cal.

Tickets to San Francisco and return,
subject to same conditions, will be sold
for $55 via either the Coast line or the
WINDMILLS REPAIRED
San Joaquin Valley line.
AND WELLS CLEANED
Dining cars on all trains. For further
Country work a Specialty. Prompt and
particulars call on or address
satisfactory work Shop at residence
C. ii. BOSVVORTH, Agent.
14 mile south of town.
Deming, New Mexico.

Beaty Brothers

Humar In Telegraph Messages.
The humor of tbe telegraph operator la at times of varied and ames-ln- g
For Instance, a harcharacter.
assed and oft disappointed woman,
Those who dellsht in war nd blood-hu- Bay in 1864. And yet although then
Just moved to a cottage In the counwith their accompaniment of is little left of the old ship beyond her try, received a telegram which read:
thrilling storte of heroic deeds, or keel and frame, she has not lost her "Lard and peanuts on bont, packed
those, even, who would have all Inter- outward Identity, and any of those them myself." from her city moored
national and domestic controversies who were familiar with her in the husband. What he had intended to
settled by arbitration have reason to days of the civil war would recognize Inform his waiting spouse was that
rejoice that when Congress, a few her now. She was originally a steam
ber delayed Lares and Petates were
Tears ago, bad inserted a provision in vessel, or sloopof-war- ,
of 1,900 tons safely on their way to her.
the naval appropratlon bill that re- displacement and was built at Boston
pairs to all wooden vessels should be In 1S58. She has the same graceful
Insanity In the Farmhouse.
discontinued, It excepted the famous and symmetrical lines that she preStatistics go to show that 75 per
old ships.
Hartford and Kearsarge. sented on that hot summer day when
Since then the Kearsarge has met the she led the wooden fleet past the guns cent of the women sent to Insane asyfate of so many other ships, having of Fort Morgan, In 1S64. at the battle lums come from farmhouses. Many
been wrecked on a reef in the Carib- of Mobile Bay. when Farragut won an- are easily frightened, many grow mor
bean sea. But the old Hartford, in other of his great victories and coined bid by reason of their treadmill life
commission, with her officers
and the phrase that has gone down into and lack of wholesome recreation and
crew on board and in their distinctive history, when he called out to the many lack proper medical attention
and fascinating uniforms, and the ship commander of the Brooklyn (who had when It Is necessary and by reason
with her lofty and symmetrical masta hauled his ship out of the line when of ignorance and poverty fall to aeek
and spars and her sails furled, and he saw one of the monitors go down rellei until the mind suffers with the
every rope in place, has been most by an explosion of a torpedo). "Damm body. Atlanta Journal.
Interesting to visitors during her re- the torpedoes; go ahead!" The faCause for Joy,
cent visit to the navy yard. She is mous old ships have all gone except
"My darling!
now on the records as doing duty In the Hartford, and she Is destined to
What delights you
the coast squadron and has left toe remain afloat so long as she can be so? What Is It that filia your eyes
navy yard and gone o Annapolis.
kept in a seaworthy condition, so as with the glad light of happiness,
The old ship is a different looking to remind the present and future gen- and?" "O, Theobald. Just thlnt.
essel, so far as the Interior Is con- erations of the kind of ships and the Cook la going to remain with us,
cerned, from the one which Farragut manner of men their ancestors were after all! Mrs. Goodparty, for whom
commanded at the battles or. the in the days when men and ships were she was going to work, dropped dead
Mississippi river in 1SC2, and ut Mobile needed to preserve the nailon.
last night 0, wasn't It Just too sweet
of her, and, you know, I had alwaya
'.eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeVWMVMVMSe1VyVVVSeSeerceV1SreeeesS
fancied she disliked me!" Towo
Topics.

The Grand Old Hartford.
d.

Rabies in

Far-O-

When a Siamese baby is born the
mother is removed from the bed and
laid upon a long, narrow flat board.
Dy her side a big Are Is made lu a
portable earthenware stove. The servants or friends scatter round tho
house a certain kind of fruit which is
supposed to be efficacious in preventing the entrance of evil spirits. A cord
also encircles the house. This cord
has been blest by the priests, and is
another barrier against supernatural
visitants.
As a matter of fact, what with the
beat cf the fire, the heat of the climate, and the presence of so many
people in the room, it Is so stlfllngly
bot and uncomfortable that It may be
4ubted whether evil wanderers from
below would care to sojourn there.
There are always three old women
prtsent on these occasions, whose
business it Is to solicit for the little
one the patronage and protection of
lundry guardian angels. They make
three balls of rice and throw them In
lucky directions, and so Insure a certain amount of good fortune for the
babe.
All babies in Slam have the same

ff

Siam.

name when they are born. This Is
'Pang." which means "red." It Is
silly name to give, for though a Siamese baby is a trifle like raw beet In
color, it is at once covered over with
a yellow paste, which gives It the appearance of suffering from a highly
concentrated and expansive form of
bilious attack. This yellow paste ia
made of turmeric powder, and It Is supposed to keep away mosquito bites.
The baby wears no clothes, and
continues to appear in the same lark
of apparel for several years. Boys
and girls alike do withuot clothing for
a comparatively long time.
This undress uniform, it may be noted, possesses certain distinct advan-(sues- .
It is cool, sanitary and economical.

Children are frequently adorned
with massive gold and silver bracelets
and anklets. They wear a little silver
shield fastened in front of the body
by a string of beads. This shield is
purely ornamental, playing no essential part in the child's costume, for it
Is often lost and not replaced, the
sli'iug of beads remaining maybe for
several months longer. Queen.

Her Revenge Was Sweet.
" 'I don't mind being told I'm stout,'
she said. 'I am stout and I might as
well acknowledge it. But there is a
wrong way to do everything and there
li a way of telling a person that he or
she is stout which always grates on
my nerves." The speaker paused and
looked over her auditors In a manner
whfch plainly indicated that this remark was but the moral to a fable
sin to follow. Nor were the listeners disappointed .
" 'Every once in a while.' pursued
the, narrator who there was no deny-in- f
really was stout 'I haven't time
to go all the way to my own church
an so drop In at the one across the
street.. There I always see Mrs. Prat-tlstoShe weighs fifty pounds more
than I do if she weighs an ounce, but
she seems serenely unconscious of It
and always greets me after the service
with a honeyed smile and the re

mark: "You're fatter than when you
were here last."
"The repetition made me rather
angry, so a month ago I got a seat Just
by her and watched her closely. There
was a good deal of kneeling done and
I confess that I dreaded the attempt
so much that the first time I didn't get
upon my knees. Then I happened to
notice Mrs. Prattleton.
She wasn't
kpeellnf either and I suddenly realized that this was simply because she
coild not. When the time came again
to kneel I got down the whole way.
hárd as It was.
and then looked
squarely Into Mrs. Prattleton's face.
She blushed and squirmed and at once
tried her level best to follow my example. But she had to give up; It
was no use; she was too fat. From
that day to this she hasn't told me I'm
growing stouter In fact, she hasn't
spoken to me at all.' "

Dance of Fijian Girls.

Contest

Man-Ropin- g

Indian races, dances, games, ceremonies and pipe smoking on Frontier
days at Cheyenne, Wyoming. August
25th, 26th and 27th. Bucking and
pitching contests, roping steers, man
roping. The whole field and track a
seething vortex of whirling horses and
entangling ropes wild horses, trained
cow ponies and enthusiastic and Interested spectators are mixed up In one
vast animated and deeply fascinating
picture, Masque balls each night.
Nothing like It ever before witnessed.
For this great western celebration
the Union Pacific has made a rate of
$3 for the round trip from Denver,
August 27th only, return same day;
$3 August 24th, 25th and 26th, good to
return until August 28th.
Special trains August 20th and 27th.
You ought to read tbe program.
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an entirely

la because made by

Dáñame h lurch
other, better and
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sate.

"Why did you throw that mattress
stuffing In the hog trough?" "Tlmt'e not
mutt reas (lulling; It's the lateat Iblng In
breakfast foods.
vtreMseallyCared. RoSM aaervmeaarii
ot lr. Kliae t tires! Oer.e Realoeaf,
l
S
lor
0 trial aollle aad tresna,
read H. U. FHRK
fcuaa. Lfcl.tU Area fct. l'lula4Upata, fa,
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We are approaching the open season for
mistaking persons for .
elk and bears.
dt-er-

The secret of the popularity of Baxter's
cigar is revealed In one
"Bullhead"
Word "Qua llty."

This Is the season nf the year when a
boy takes more delight In stealing on
little unilersiaed. green watermelon than
In eating two tine, luscious ones that have
been liven him.

Btopa the tVmjrh and
County Exhibits at 8tate Fair.
Work Oft thr Cold
It Is very Important that this county Laxative Bromo
Quiniue Tablet. Price
be represented at the State Fair to be

loo.

Although the hen Is not Immortal It
held at Pueblo, September
14th to
be truly said that ber son never
18th. The county commissioners are may
eta.
empowered by law to appropriate the
sum of $500 for the purpose of making
More Flexible and Lasting,
a creditable exhibit at the State Fair won't shake out or blow oat; by urina,
and power Is also granted to appoint Defiance Htarch you obtain batter results
a proper person to take charge ot such than possible with any othar brand and
d
more tor same money.
exhibit and see that same la properly
displayed at the fair.
Every one la urged to prepare their
The man who carefully shuts the door
August will be sure to leave It wide
exhibits at once as It Is only a short In
open la December.
time till tbe big fair opens.
moke Baxter'a "Bullhead"
elgae.
Flrat Come, First Served.
It la working tbe bellows that makes
We would rather sell our fine San the organ bellow.
Luis valley lands to Colorado farmers.
Beat water rights, fertile soil, low
EG'JCATIGM.
prices, easy terms. If easterners come
first and they're coming fast we will
London Parks.
London, says the Earl of Meath, now sell to them, of course. Send for our
possesses 313 parks and open spaces, new booklet and see what you're missing. The Colorado Bureau ot Immigrawhich have cost
2.199,000. This tion, 616 Majestic Bldg.,
Denver, Colo.
gives a proportion of one acre to 752
of the population, which now numbers
A back country paper says: "A mad
rather more than four and a half mil- dog bit Major Konk on the left leg relions. Twenty years ago the number cently. It was a sad happening, but
tbe dog Is slowly recovering."
of parks was and their cost
820,350,
affording one acre to 951 of tbe popuThose Who Have Tried II
lation of 3.834,000.
rlB ase no other. Defiance Cold Water
Starch baa no equal In Quantity or Qual- THE UNIVERSITY CF KOTRE DAME,
Cure For Bee Stings.
ity 19 os. for 10 cants. Other brands coo-tai-a
In Ireland when a wasp or bee stings
NOTRB DA MB, INDIANA.
only 13 os.
FUIX COURSES IN Cíeseles. Utters,
a person he quickly rubs Indigo on the
Little Hiram Grandpa, did you see
sad History, Journalism. Art, Science,
Mte. The pain subsides at once. Mud
Pharmacy, Law, UvH, Mechanical aad ttlec
d
the
comet? Farmer
trlcai Engineering, Architecture,
Is said to be an antidote, also nota- No; b'JInga! I oeen so busy
Preparatory gad Coassserdel
Tkoroufh
to scrapings. Cut a potato In half and harvestln I didn't even git
ter see the Courses.
It soma Praa 0 t
students who hive comrapidly scrape some of It on a plate circus, let alone the side shows.
pleted the studies required for admission late the
r.i.d apply while it Is moist to the bite.
Sophomore, Juniog or Sealer Year of any of the
A smtls of satisfaction aoea with one of Collegiate Court,
This Is invaluable for a burn. Renew
Iteeaa te Heat, aioderate charge lo ttudentt
cigars,
Buimi "Bullhead"
as it becomes dry.
aver seventeen preparing for Collegiate Counts.
Mlxem I say. Swlggs, won't you
A limited number of Candidate
for tbe
tiste will h received at special rate,
Join us on a fishing trip next week?
61. üdward's Hall, for bora andar 13 yean, it
Sir Thomas' History.
Swlggs Sorry, old man, but you'll enlqoeln the eempUteaeta of lit equipment.
Sir Thomas Linton, an Irishman have
TbeeOte Year , eoen Septeanber S. vj.
te count me out. I've quit drink- Catalogues
born In Scotland, two years a farm ing.
Free. Address P. O. bog 349.
US V. A. Ml8klStV. C S. C, President.
hand In South Carolina, owns 450
stores in England, two packing houses FALL TF.RM OF CENTRAL ni'KIXKM OT. MARY'S ACADEMY
PSNVKRopensM.pi. 1.1.
la America, employe 6,000 coolies COLMO 4 Shorthand
NOT"! DAMt, INDIANA
aad Telegraphy.
Oat 111 West ef Vttre Baase Oaiverafty.
growing tea, and has spent $2,000.000
Moat beautifully aad healthfully located. Conducted
or tot Holy (.rota, mañerean. In- of his fortune of $50,00,000 in falling
There Is no use crying over split bj id anient
p eaUeal ye.trea.af. Tamuga BagUah,
to raise the yacht cup.
milk. The milkman probably watered tylBI Scleabae aaS Cesmeraal Orartet,
Ohtsuatry aad Faarsiaey.
Kefular CoIt sufficiently before you bought It
llegiate Sagre,
Fraparatery fiepartaital trains
pec
or
for
regular,
tur.il
el
ooiieglaie
i
eoart.
Around the World.
rhveteal LaWratery well equipped.
I aa sore Ptae'a Cure for Coeauioptloa save
Tb Veaaervatary ef Btualt la conducted ea plant
There is no route around the world
my life three years ata Mrs. Taos. Rosana.
of tb bail CooMrTtUMie. The Art Pasartsitat It
In which the railway and ateamshlp
modeled after leading ArtSchoola, BUaua OeearV
Maple Sweat. Norwich. H. Y.. Feb. IT. 1900.
aieat for children under twelv year, rhytieal
Hi es make an effort at close connecunder dlrecilun of gradual uf Dr. Bargaal t
William Te II had Just shot the apple Oultur
tioraial School of Hbralral Training.
tion. The matter of a circular ticket from
his muí had. "It wm green.'' he
Ta teat )dra euatial advantage for Siting
and connected time table is now being exclaimed nervously, "and 1 had to do young wunitn fur Hie of uaefulnee. The eonttaul
growth of the Academy ha again acHaid lb
considered by companies w hich exnect something quick before the boy ate Ut"
erecttoa of addltloual Sn building with lateet
to make the time for the circuit forty- llygtanle eauipmrnia. Moderate eoat New school
year beglna September th. Mrntloa thlt paper.
en
Getting
Insist
It
tve nays.
Far catalogue and ipectal Information apply In
Some grocers say tbey don't keep Defiance Htarch because they have a stork in The Directress ol ST. MARY'8 ACADEMY,
Notre Dame. Indiana.
band of ÍJ s. brando, which they know
Double-HeadeSnakes.
who
baa
onra
a
customer
sold
be
cannot
to
The double-headesnake, hitherto need tbe 18 os. pkg. Deuance B larch for
supposed to he peculiar to Central
am money.
America and the credulity of unscientific travelers, has turned up In CaliShe What do they mil the man who
fornia. One story says that it was seems toHeact aa Judge In the baseball
I'd hate to tell Jou sume of
same?
ee
Beaded for San Francisco, another the thlna they call him.
toward
Angeles. BoBton Tranfor the teeth. It prevents decay. Ik
"It beats all" how good a cigar you eaa
script.
buy tor I rents If
buy the riabt brand.
hardens the gams and purines the
Try a "Bullhead.''
breath and monto,
Municipal Ownership.
"There'a a hole In the bottom nf the
Municipal development of water, aea." That Is to any, scientist declare
that the bottom . of the Casulun aea la
gas, electricity, street railways, mar- gradually
falling-kets, baths and cemeteries In Nottingham, England, has showed an ev- When Your Grocer Says
irage annual net profit of $158.000 be does not have Defiance Starch, yon may
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i
he la afraid to keep It until UU
for the last four years. The money Is he sure
To prove the healing and
stork of 13 os. packages are sold. Defiance
Cleansing
power
of
applied to the reduction of taxes.
faitine
Htarch is not only Letter than any other
Toilet Antlaeptl we will
Cold Water Starch, but contains 14 os. to
mall a large trial paclte
the package and sella for same money aa 19
with book of Instruction
Pathetlo Contrast
os, branda.
absolutely free. This it not
Tbe voice of a mother calling her
a tiny Sample, but a large
package,
enough to
Hay fever doesn't necessarily make a
boy to quit the ball game and come
aovóme of Ita value.
man a farmer.
Into the house travels 1442 feet a secWomen all over the country
are praising Paitlne for what
The mlldee tobacco that grows Is used
ond, which is considerably faster than
It has dote to local
In the miae-u- p
of Baiter's Bullhead e
nf f.m.l. Ille eurtne
the boy moves In response to the ma- cent
dear. Tiy one and see.
Inflammation and discharges, wonderful as a
til
ternal summons.
cleansing vaginal dourbe, for sure throat, nasal
ooa-thir-
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"Dancing?'" said the old traveler
scornfully. "You fulks at home, with
your two-cewaltzes and polkas don't
know what real dancing Is. You should
see the girls dance In Fiji as I have
seen them.
"They call their dances 'niel.es,' and
the best cf them all Is the 'wave
moke.' A lot of pretty girls, In two or
thiee rows, art the movements of the
as It rolls In upon the reefs.
' First of all. they bend down In unison and sweep the ground slowly with
tliflr hands, waving their fingers In
.irder to represent the little wavelets
flecked by the wind. Then they sway
th.Mr bodies to and fro to show the
long roll of the tropical wav; and
presently their figures rise and fall as
do the breakers.
The action of the
lance becomes more and more violent.
sr-s- i

The wave Is dashing up the barrier
reef.
The girls spring forward and
dap their hands, and then drop to the
ground with a long. musical cry. The
wave has surmounted tho reef and
emptied Itself luto the glassy lagoon.
The dance is over.
"Every movement of the 'wave
meke' is graceful and refined. The
Irt.st ballot glr's In your American theaters are not better trained than these
young Filian maidens, who spend a
good '.ialf of their happy .careless, laiy
lives dancing their 'wekea' or playing
In the surf. There are no finer dangers in the world. Nearly all their ballets describe the scenes around them
or the incidents of their dally lives.
Other 'mekes' picture the palms away-ln- g
in the breeze, the canoes tossing
In a gale, and the clouds sailing across
the sky."

He-W-

Russian Land Owners.
Of the land In Russia, as shown by
the government report, the nobility
own 181.000,000 acres and the merchants 36.000,000, while the peasants
own but 35.000,000 acres.
Overcrowded New York.
London is supposed to have 170,000
Inhabitants to the square mile, but on
the East Side, New York, there are
345,000 people to tbe square mile.
Gold Production.
During the last year California produced twice as much gold as Alaska,
and Colorado produced more than
three timea as much.

Pauper Workmen.
One out ot every two worklngmen '
in England who reach the age of 65,
dies a pauper and Is burled at the'

Why He Petted the Rat
than any other living creature." "That
magistrate visiting a British Jail levies, bbiv iuo magistrate, mat in
poorhouae.
taw a prisoner who had a rat In Ms every man there's some good impulse,
possession. The magistrate said: if you can only find it. How came you
The Campanile.
"Ah, you have a pet, I see." "Yes." to take such a fancy to the rat?"
It will take five yeara to rebuild the
aid the convict, "I feeds hfm every " 'Cos be bit tbe warder," said the
Campanile of Venice. The new tower
lay. I thinks more of that 'ere rat convict, cheerfully.
A

She Do you remember
hy.
married, denr
happiest recollections.

will probably have an elevator.

before we were
It's among my

DEAFNE8S CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications as ther rsnnnt retch the illr
por i inn uf the nr. There it onljronewiy
to cure deihrni, and ihtt it by eonttitutional
remullís. IJeelneas is caincd by tn Inflamed condition ot the niui-ou- t
linini of the Kuatarhian Tube.
When tliia tul it Inflamed you htve a rumbling
sound or impelled hearing, and when it is entirely
cloed deafness it the rmult. and unleu the Inflammation can be taken out and this tul restored
to ita normal condition, bearing will be destroyed
forever; nine caiea out of ten are caused by catarrh, which it nothing but aa inflamed condition
of the mucoua surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any ease
of deafness (caused by catarrh! that cannot be
curad by llall a Catarrh Cute. Send for circulan
F. J. t HfcNfcV A CO., Toledo, O,
''TV..
bold by Dnuiittt, 75c
HaU'i Family Pills are the best

ead

A Berlin professor

hna
that
seven out of ten girls who discovered
lake pLiiio
are attacked by nervous
affections
It was long ngo discovered
people
who have to listen to them fallthat
a prey o
nervous prostration.
lea-eo-
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Nothing Byre p.'
For collares leethin. oof'ine ice gumt, MÍiicee
h
uma,aiW)l pe-- u, curse wind sollo, IKaboiUa,

c"d

..i?l1ld,..n.,v"
ye.teM.y. Ml.in1e-I- .et
you;
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m sure
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eatarrh, as a mouth wash and to remove tartar
and whllea the teeth, bend today ; a postal card
a in do.
eold by drngglata or eent postpaid by as, 8e
twite, large bos. riatlefaelloa guaranteed.
1HA U-- I'AXTON CO., ltoatoo, tase.
14 Columbus Ave-POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
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my mind since
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you
bow good ther areyou have not better
try one.
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ANCIENT POMPEII

!

EVIDENCES

il

Or CHRISTIANITY

(triCUL

8

C0RRE1P0XDKNCK)

Is held

In a

recumbent position, in
spite of his struggles, by a woman
wearing a turban. A soldier In armor, and wearing a helmet with a
long red plume, holds the legs of the
infant, and Is about to cleave It in

n
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SECRET OF HIS SUCCESS.

Nations Havs Thslr Share In Hon-or- a
of ths Qama.
The honors of sport are International; no nation ran claim that it has a
monopoly of sporting achievements.
The losing nations In the recent automobile race in Ireland will be able to
congratulate themselves, no doubt,
upon some other notable feat which
has gained International distinction.
Germany holds the record for speed
at sea, although It has not the biggest
ship, which belongs to England. America has sent up a kite higher than any
other nation. More than 10.000 feet
above sea level, or a height of nearly
two miles, Is the record achieved In
Massachusetts.
One of the British
colonies Tasmania has an odd record which has never been beaten.
Some skillful wlelder ot an ax at the
antipodes haa chopped through a 6
foot 4 Inch log in 3 minutes 36 sec
onds, and his feat has never been
matched inside or outside the commonwealth. It is a British ship which
holds the world's record for coaling,
and It is a British member of parliament who haa done another that Is
unique by swimming twice across Niagara.

How a Great Man Is Regarded by HI

All

mmmmmmm

Were there Christians residing In
Pompeii at the period of Its destruction? Or, rather, are there any
or remains which would lead
people to accept this probability?
There are several plausible reasons

NO MONOPOLY IN SPORT.

ft
"V.

Home Folks.
The Hon. M. E. Ingalls of Cincinnati,
the president of the Big Four railroad,
who will deliver an address in Portland on "Old Horn? Day," Is a Maine
man, and whenever be comes to bis
native Mate always spends a good portion c his time at HarrUoii, where be
began the practice of law. He tells
the following very good anecdote on
himself:
"One evening when I was at Harrison on a vacation I had gone to the
village atore and Joined the circle ot
loafers that had gathered to talk over
the public and private events of the
nation, state, town and village. Oee
old fellow, whom I formerly knew
well, when there came a lull In the
conversation, leaned over and said
that he wanted to ask me a question:
'"I want to know,' said he, if it Is
true that you get a salary ot 10,000
a year?"
"I admitted that I did make as much
as that In twelve months.
"Well,1 said he, it Is remarkable
what cheek and brass will do!" New
York Tribune.

TO THE DOT.

' .s

Lover's Gallant Appreciation of Sweet

;

heart's

Missive.
Oen. "Phil" Cook, when secretary of
state of Georgia, observed that a
young clerk, fresh from one of the

"v
of Venus.

Tempi

conjecturing that Christianity
might have reached Pompeii. In the
Acts of the Apostles it Is related that
when St. Paul was on his way to
Rome In consequence of bis appeal
to Caesar, he landed at Puteoll, the
modern Position, where he was met
by Christians, "bretnren," who desired
him to tarry with them some days.
Tne distance betwen Poizuoll and
Pompeii Is about thirty miles. It Is
not unreasonable, therefore, to expect that, If there were Christians In
Pozzuoll, when St. Pnul landed at it,
thcie might well bo Christians In
Pompeii during the twenty years that
elnpsed bet wet n that dnlc and the destruction of it In A. I). 79. Christianity made rapid strides, and it is quite
nntural to think it reached Pompeii,
thirty miles from Po..uoll. within the
space of twenty years.
The most Interesting, and, Indeed,
the most remarkable of discoveries,
more or less associated with this subject, was that made In June, 1882, a
fresco in which what seems the "Judgment of Solomon'' Is clearly represented, though the figures are dwarfs.
When it was brought to light it was
described as the first representation
of a sncred subject yet found in Pom-pelIt was transferred at once to
Naples museum, where It mny now be
seen. It Is 5 feet 6 Inches In length
by 19 inches high, and Is surrounded
by a black line about one Inch In

two with his falchion. A group ot
spectators
completes the
picture,
which contains In all nineteen figures.
The drawing Is poor, but the colors
are particularly bright, and the preservation Is excellent."
How such a subject came to be represented here Is a puzzle. Italian
archaeologists, said a writer, are generally Inclined to think that tue biblical narrative had penetrated Into Pom-pelJews from Alexandria, dwelling
In a Koman city, must have possessed
the Septunglnt translation of the
And Nlccolo I.azzaro of Naples
doctores tl.nt the facts of the Old
Testament were unknown to tho pagans, because they were jealously
guarded by the Isrnelltes, and they
hnve come down to us by the transformation of Judulsm Into Christianity.
Of the other people of Pompeii w
know much. It Is no exaggeration to
say tl:nt of all the ancient cities of
the earth no one has revealed so mrch
of Its Inner life and manners and cus
toms. Its vices and its arts, its beliefs and Its costumes, and all that
can be known, as Pompeii.
Here on one side we wander Into
the Temple of Venus, where the wor
ship of that deity prevailed; anon we
pass Into the
amphitheater, once clamorous with the shouts
of maddened multitudes, now abandon
ed and silent save for Its marvelous

width.

The empty houses, with the painted
columns, rising Into the blue air, and
now supporting nothing, for the roofs
are gone, make the place desolate and
lonely to the sensitive mind. Yet
there Is a Joy In wandering In and oul
of these residences now In ruins, once
so elegant and refined, and so rich
In wotks of art, such as the house ef
Castor and Pollux. The house of tM
Vettl, a recently excavated dwelling
restored In accordance with the ancient style of construction employed

for

l.

"Thi scene," wrote Mr. E. Neville
Holfe, tho British consul at Naples,
who was, I believe, the first to make
its discovery known to the English-speakinworld, "the scene is laid
upon a terrace in front of a house
adorned with creeping plants and
shaded with a white awning. On a
dais, represented as being about four
feet high, sits the king, holding a
scepter, and robed In white. On each
councillor, and be- side of him sita

r

l;

seml-rulne-

echo.

An Appropriate Pen Name.

Preaching That Did Not
Reach Congregation.
A northerner vlhlied a friend who
had an estate In the south, and employed a large number of negroes, who
were treated with great kindness, but
who could not keep their hands from
picking and stealing.
The visitor attended their Sunday
service, after whleh the negro preacher asked him how he liked the sermon.
The reply was complimentary, and
Sambo grinned. Then came the
Style

r

Fortunate Reminder.
"Noah," exclaimed the grand old
sailor's wife, "what are you slapping
at?"
"Confound that mosquito," he answered. "I'll smash it yet, see if 1
don't."
"Henry W. Noah, what do you
mean? Have you forgotten that we
have only two mosquitoes In the ark?"
New York Herald.

WAS NOT TOO POPULAR.
EVERYTHING

r

SalDe and Willie.
"Strange about giddy young girls.
Isn't it, Sallle?"
"How so, Willie?"
"Why, there's a girl it) town who
nsed to boast that she was kissed by
President Grant hen she was a baby,
but she now declares it was President
Hayes who kissed her. In a few years
she will be claiming that President
Roosevelt kissed her when she was a
mere child." Roller Monthly.

of

r-

1

small towns, dally received a letter
over which he hung long and tenderly.
The general knew that this dally missive was from the young fellow's
sweetheart! and one day, when the
letter seemed especially distracting, he
said:
"Well, John, I suppose he writes a
very nice letter?"
"I think you should preach to your
John colored, hut was too gallant to people on the sinfulness of theft-stea- ling
fowls, ducks and eggs."
let the challenge pass.
Why, General, the
"A nice letter!
Sambo's face became gloomy, and
dots her I s and crosses her t's with a he rejoined:
"Well, suh, the truff ob de matter Is
fastidious levity that disdains all purI bab tried dot style;
suit." New York Times.
but somehow
or oder It alius seemed to trow a kind
o' coolness ober de mectin'." Stray
Harvest Time at Home.
Somehow,
hit
when Inutilicen
a Hill Stories.
about this time of year.
thoughts tnki their vacation buck
among the scenes once
I stray a limit the harvest
Uriels where
long ami long as
I walr)ii-- .
he rcrrnl ocean In II Rolden
ripples (low.
While now ami then, upon some blade.
a tired reaper bore,
The sunbeams Hashed ami then went out
like thoughts retailed no more.
My

JIow pleasant then the Journey home
along the country ro.nl.
Where larknpur bloom beside the fence
like knots of lovers glowed
Now listening to tho whippoorwlll beyond n darkling field.
Or tarrying where the berries tempt a
shower of wine ouvciilcd
And long before we reached the gate to
hear the watch dug's bark.
And see the distant windows gleam like
blossoms of the dark.
;

It seemed

so long since those old years
so long, Indeed, that I
Now wonder that a time could be with-

out

sob or sigh.

And vet, enough du 1 recall to vow that
In the end-Wh- en
the no more and ever more In

death's twilight shall blend-- It
i
know that Ufe beyond
the gathering gloum
Would really prove as care fret as
the hardest time at home.
-- Will T. Halt In New York Titles.
would suffice

Endurance of Animals.
It Is questionable whether those who
delight to store tales ot feats of endurance In animals will accept the latest claimant to notice that of tne
dog who has Just been dug out alive
from a rabbit hole In the Scllly Isles
aftor having been lost for a fortnight.
Instances of remarkable endurance
among anljials, however, are numerous. Several years ago a man In England fell Into a deep crevasse. With
him when he was last seen was his
favorite dop. six weeks elapsed between the date, of his disappearance
and the discovery of bis remains.
There was but the skeleton of him.
Beside the bones was his dog, alive
and flourishing.

A

Temple to Friendship.

"A Temple of Friendship,"
encha nteil,

"I'll bullil

In

this garden

-

said Laura,
the thought

Author Algy What an absurd creature that Gayletgh girl Is. When I told
her I was down here nosing 'round for
material and local color she asked me
If by any chance my pen name was

is dlvlncl"
Her temple was built, and she now only Piggy.
wanted
An linage of Friendship to place on the
shrine.
Not That Kind of a Stove.
flhe
to a sculptor, who set down beHousekeeper I'll give you a good
fore her
A Friendship, the fairest his art could meal If you'll light the fire In the stove
Invent ;
for me.
Hut so colli and so dull, that the youthful adon r
Weary Willie All right, lady.
Raw plainly this wan not the Idol she
Housekeeper Very well. Hen's a
meant.
hatchet. Just chop some of that wood
"Oh. never." she cried, "could I think of
out there
enshrining
An Image whose looks arc so Joyless
Weary Willie Oh, see here. lady. I
and dim:
Hut yon Utile god. upon ross reclining. thought it was a gus stove you had!
We'll make. If you piense, sir, a FriendGood-daship of him."
So the bargain was struck; with the little goil laden,
The Price and the Room.
to her shrine In the
She Joyfully lli-grove.
"How does your room suit you?"
sin hi
the sculptor, "you're asked tho proprietor of the summer
"Farewell."
not the tlrst maiden
Who came but for Friendship snd took hotel.
away Love."
"I have only one fault to find with
Thnmns Moore.
It," answered the guest.
Ib--

!

Conservatism Run Mad.
Conservatism 1b believed to be the
distinguishing characteristic of Englishmen. A young man of Bermuda,
of English descent, now residing In
New York city, shows that the belief
Is wellfoundetl. He Imports his collars
from St. George's Town, on the Island
where he was born, not because he
has any prejudice against American-madgoods, nor because be can't get
a collar to suit his needs in one of the
thousand or more shops where collars
are sold, but simply that he Is used to
the sort that he imports. "It's the
kind I've always had. y' know," he
says, y way of explanation.
e

Leprosy In Hawaii.
The Hawaiian government employs
agents who travel all over the islands
Medical Perils.
looking for indications ot leprosy In reIn Beloochlstan, when a physician mote places. Banishment la so dreadgives a dose, he la expected to partake ed that frequently the family of a leper
of a similar one himself as a guarantee will keep him secreted for a year or
of his good faith. Should the patient two before discovery is made. A perdie under his hands, the relatives, son who is supposed to have the disthough they rarely exercise It, have ease is sent to the receiving station
the right ot putting him to death, un- In Honolulu, where he Is examined by
less a special agreement has been five medical experts. If "a leper" be
made freeing him from all responsibilthe verdict, money, position, Influence,
ity as to the consequences; while, if race or color can not change the dethey should decide upon Immolating cree which sends the patient to
him, he is fully expected to yield to
his fate like a man.
A
Insanity Among the Jews.
1
Effect of Food on Character.
Prof. Jacobs found that, while
A scientist has recently been Invesamong Englishmen the number of intigating the effect of food, particularly sane is 3,050 per million, and among
vegetables, on the human character. Scotchmen 3,100, the number among
He affirms that a diet of carrots ame- the Jews equals 3.900. Servia
liorates harshness of character and re- one lunatic to every 301 Jews in Italy.
duces nervous irritability; peaa create Meyr states that to each 10.000 ChrisJoyousness; while turnips have a de- tians In Germany there are 8.6 Insane,
pressing influence. Cabbage la good for while among the Jews the number
pulmonary complaints; while lettuce reaches 16.1. In Bavaria the proporacts as a sedative upon the human tion Is still greater, 9.8 among ChrisCaligula.
frame, owing to the opium contained tians and 25.2 among Jews.
In the city, and with nearly all Us In Its milky Juice.
paintings and statues and gardens,
Long Years In Prison.
just as they were eighteen centuries
Peculiar Welsh Custom.
Rufus Young, who died In a Ver
ago, Is one of the most Interesting
In the course of a trial at Carnarvon mont prison the other day from 'inspectacles that the past has bequeath' ft was stated that in North Wales the juries received while being pursued
ed to the present
custom prevalía ot .making a collec- by a sheriff's posse, spent In various
tion from those present at funerals, penitentiaries more than
Of the seven presidents France has the money being handed to the clergy
his 66 years, always under sentence
had, only one has served a full term. or ministers Instead ot burial fees.
tor horse theft.

"What Is that?"
"It doesn't correspond with the
price. Either the room ought to be
better or the price less."
A Forerunner of Loquacity.
"There's no use for me to succest
to my wife that It's time to go home.
She s talk for two hours yet.
"What makes you think so?"
"Didn't you hear her remark when
she started the argument?"
"No. What was It?"
"She said, 'There's very little to say
on either side.' "

Their Way.

Mol-oka-

:....'

w

Arch of
them six soldiers under arms.
The king Is represented as leaning
over the front ot the dais toward a
woman In a green robe, who kneels
before him with disheveled balr and
outstretched handa.
"In the renter of the court la a
three-leggetable, like a butcher's
block, upon which lies an infant, who
hind

d

two-thlrdo-

The Lady Why. you told me yesterday you would never show your face

here again?
Gritty George Well, yer see, mum,
I am like de great opera singers, I
always have more den one farewell
ppearance.
Bridget's Natural Alarm.
Bridget Oil hov to l ave, mum. Ot
don't lolke the snip of a dude that
noes be callln' on Miss Ethel.
Mistress The Idea! He doesn't caH
to see you
Erldget I know he don't mum; but
Ql'm afraid some of the neighbors
molght think be dues. Philadelphia
Ledjer.
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R. M. Craijr, yetonhy statin
Milne would be in
that P.ev.
Dennnj this week lo take charge as

íiRev.
!

to

G.

"WAIT FCIi THE

pastor of the Presbyterian church.

vAcorr

J. F.. Poorer nf thf Cooks IVnk disJ W.
triet was a Dcminjr victor la:it Friday. show

R. Merrill is doimr his be:it to
his father the sights in this great
'
(country while he is here; last Friday
W. II. Greer leU Sunday evcninjr fori.
,
:.ey CLk 1UI a li III iu Uimtu. fuiitaiiia
business,
Allui'iuniue on
ami other points m southern Arizona,
Mr. J. W. Martin came up from returning in time to take in the big
Douglas last week for a few Jays visit circus to day.
w'uh f riehds ami relatives in Demin.g
A party composed of Thos. Hudson
Mr. and Mr. Al Walkins left Sunday J. Kosch, Geo. LetTler, A. Raithel, and
forá few days visit at thsir cattle Dr. Collins ntirted this week for a
ranch south of town.
hunting trip of alxmt four weeks in the
Uluck (Urge. Messrs, Hudson,' Roach
Bert Childers of Ft Worth Tex.
and LeJlU-- r claim ro be loaded for bear
8p mding a few days with friends
while the dear stalking will be left for
this city.
;

We have

hand and for sale at the
LUMEEB TARD CF
r

w.

A. Maeoney,

Mtr.r.iLL

R.

Dente

the other members of the company.
and daughter
Ct
P.,1 a f.
f ?. 2 9. 2 f. 5 ? 9
Mary left last Thursday for Chicago on
Al. Watkln and Sam Stansbury, reta two weeks trip.
urned lajit Friday from their hunting
.
in Mexico, and Mr. Stansburv left rw
trio
down
Field
Albei
I.
Cox
went
t
and
J.
morning
in
home'
for his
Texas DÜ Ü.
to the line last Saturday on business, the next
L tASSELS,
Mr. Watkins stated to theGráphic man
making the trip on horse back.
I'ilTSITIAN
tuul SUltGKOM
that they hud a fine time "arid Yound
K)'M IntTnl uid vIiumo fltUti. Olllro ut rrai- Harry Fink, who has been living at
irame uuite plentiful tnouirh it was denqt.
jcwali-U) TohvI
nUirv. on the nulh
nut
the home of A I Watkins for some time ijiiite disapiointment
.
to tome of their .
8
.
.
l
left Monday for AIUiuerque wntre'10 fn,.,,, tlmt they
did not brin home
i
any bear.
W E. SPENCE.
J. H. Coleman has moved his family
' ' r '
'Dentist.
from one of the (Jill buses on the north
For Sal.
side of the railroad to the BirMiheM
First
class
dental
work of all kind done
Kmpty Sacks by the doren hundred
property on GoKl avenue.
.
at reasonable prices
.
or thousand in any ciunntity you wanj Office
phone 1
Res. phone 100
Just recti veil. A fine lot of. the lat- at sunwi uayy, v. i. ttusscll pro
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New Mexico.
day
evening, A number of Doming young
morning with all members present
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time.
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K0DOL
J. Percy Carroll, special agent of the J. W. Jones was reduced nm GQ. to
New York Underwriters,
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business in our town several days last Pennington Justice of ' the Pt'acgor
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A. W. POLLARD.
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& Improvement Co.
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farms are especially liablíte many accidental cuta, bums and bhilsei, which
heal rapidly when RallardB Snow Linl-ment ia applied. It should alwaya be:
kept in the house for cases of rmenren-gr23- c,
&0c, and $1.00 at J.
P: Byron ft

Perfect Painless1 lSii.
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Is the one that will cleanse' the sys-terset liver to action remove the
bile, clear tha complexitfif
head-'
ache and leave a good áWin
the'
mouth. The famous litij,fill for do-1
!'!
n w''k,Vla,8a?,ty M effectually.
""u,e py. .iHtíw. l)l '
Lf" V.Í i;l'afy"te,
Ind' aV8
Other pills I have Used Crine nnil "All
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-periect.
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AT Laa Crucra N. M. Oct 3 IW.
Notice I hirrh riven .hat the fidlowina-name- d
ai itk-- r haa fllnl notice of hia intention to
miikc nnal prof in aupport of hi. c'nim. and thut
aaidpmi.f will I n.aile ticfor I'mhate Ch rk
Una Co.. N. M. at IVminK N. M.on N..V. II IjO.1
vii: I'ayWn L. rmyrra II. K. Nn..ii UI fur the N.
V. rvrc. V. T.
onliired and diractMl that auch notioa be
Hn. K.I W. N. M. F. M.
H i naniea th. followinir witnmea to prove Un
ttivrn by due and proT imhlicaiion.
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upon end cultivation of, aiiul & Son.
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Mrs.
allowanon of auch pr,f o' wh knows of
Chafsson, Pntlenon La'i
aubauntial reaaon, under the law and the riKU'u-lion- a writes June 8th, I'M: '"I
t.t liie Interior leiartniei't, why auch pn,f
ahoiild not baalkiweil will becivenan opportunity
U
al the above nvntiomd linw ami plai-- to enma
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Messrs Hankins and Henderson of
vou:Iih! for by the Secretary that act
the
Hot Springs Lift last week for a
ive work will commence this month.
few weeks business trip to Colorado, .
Elias Ellison of New York, arrived
W. H. Atklin and Mr. Matieson of
in Deming lust Friday and haa gone
into partnership with his brother Mor- Sherman were visitors in this burg one'
ris Ellison of the Palace Saloon, which day this week.
porpnlar re tort will now lie run under
W. A. Allison and wife have moved
the firm name of, Ellison Brothers.
back to their home from Santa Rita
Miss Anna Bopgs arrived Saturday and will remain here for the winter.
morning from Boon county Missouri,
This vicinity was visited by a very
and will spend the winter at the home heavy rain laat Thursday night
and
of John Lester. She comes for the again on Suuday, in consequence of
purpose of try ing the effect of our New which the river ran nearly bank full on
Mexico
on health which is these dates.
impaired by the damp climate of MisMr. Thos. Len of Hillsboro was a
souri.
visitor at the home of Mrs. A. A. Per-rau-lt
u few days this week, returning
Lust Thursday evening a very interto
Hillsbsro
Tuesday.
esting meeting was held at the Presbyterian church in this city. The serMrs. A. A. Perrault has returned
vices were conducted by Rev. John from IlillrfUiro,
where she has been for
Cass of Silver City ami several minis- some lime at the bedside of her mother
ters who were passing through on their Mrs. J. Alara, who died on the 16th. of
way te tho Synod, took part in them. 'eptembersnd was buried on the 18th.
Shu hud many friends in this region
Rev. MulTat of Phfienix delivered a who
extend sympathy to the bereaved
very interesting sermon,
relatives.
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lor 50c.

weakness that the whole system bean easy prey to disease. Kodnl
Dyspepsia Cuie enables the stomach
ami digestive organs to digest and assimilate all of the wholesome food that
one cares to eat, and is a never failing
cure fon indigestion. Dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles, Kodol diif.'sts what
you eat and mokes your stomach sweet
-- Sold by J. P. Byron & Son.
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